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Preparing to Sing

Using the voice well and warming up
For singers at all levels, it is advisable to take between 1/4 and 1/5 of the session for warming
up and skills development. While other musicians have an instrument, singers have only
their bodies to make the sound. A really effective warm-up makes the body ready, engages
and focuses the mind, and creates the kind of mood where a productive musical experience
will occur. From the very beginning, a thorough warm-up helps make singers aware of what
their voices can do, prevents strain of various kinds, and enables that ideal relaxed, flexible,
alert readiness in rehearsal and performance, which actually saves time in the long run.

What follows are example warm-ups in a number of areas, which cover the main skills and
which we have both found work well with a range of musical groups and situations. The
areas are organized in a logical progression: relaxing the body; posture and alignment;
breathing; making a resonant sound; exploring range; and diction, articulation, and
communication. Warm-up activities are introduced with the songs, which you can of course
adapt to suit your group. The general warm-ups presented here cover good practice in
general, and are followed by a section on ‘Singing Stylishly’, which introduces common
techniques and practices used in popular singing styles.

Body
1 DIY acupressure. Make your hands into fists, like little hammers, and stimulate the skin

by gently tapping all over your body. In silence, start with the arms, shoulders, and
hands, and then move on to the chest and tummy area, legs, and neck and head. Take a
couple of minutes. Then stand still and feel how your body has become slightly tingly
and very alive. Do you feel more mentally alert too?

1 Big face, little face. Make a big cheesy grin that involves the whole face and stretches
it wide––call that ‘big face’. Then scrunch up your face into the middle, trying to make it
as ‘small’ and wrinkled up as possible––call that ‘little face’. When you or a group member
shouts ‘big face!’ or ‘little face!’, everyone should stretch their face into the different
positions on demand. Try again with a wider range of faces, perhaps named after
emotions found in songs.

Posture
1 Head and neck. Begin with the head facing straight ahead. Without straining, turn it to

the left, hold, and then bring it back to the middle; repeat this on the right, and upwards
and downwards. Try again with your eyes closed. This time, be aware of your head and
establish (by feeling rather than looking) exactly where your ‘middle’ is. Check for chins
too far up or down. Visualize your head as very light, floating above your shoulders as if
supported by a string.

1 Shoulders. Shrug your shoulders. Lift them high and hold for around five seconds. Then
drop them into their relaxed position, so they hang naturally. Repeat. Try two dropped
positions––drop and then drop again even further. Arms should be floppy and loose, and
shoulders should hang naturally in their groove, neither forward nor back.

1 Chest. Reach up high with both arms. On tiptoe, stretch up and grab an imaginary bar
above your head, just out of reach. Release the arms and tiptoes but stay ‘up’, maintaining
that feeling of relaxed tallness with the rib-cage raised. Next, slump forward, so your
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rib-cage is lowered. Breathe in and feel how little space there is for air. Then stay relaxed
but stand up straighter, floating up. Breathe in again and feel how the lifted rib-cage
allows space for breath to fall in. Repeat sitting down, without slumping.

1 Feel broad and grounded. Stand with feet shoulder-width apart. With eyes shut, lean
forward so you transfer your weight slightly too far onto the balls of your feet, then
slightly too far back onto the heels. Do the same, side to side. Then find the optimum
balanced position where the weight is divided equally between both. Bounce up and
down so you unlock your knees and feel your weight going down into the floor. Imagine
your legs as screwed into the floor, growing from it like a tree with roots, and supported
by it. Feel broad and grounded.

1 Lower back. Begin by stretching up, feet slightly further apart than shoulder-width.
Keeping your feet in position, fall gently forward so that your head and arms are swaying
lose. Touch the ground with your hands if you can and bend your knees if you need to.
Take some deep breaths and, as you breathe out, release in your lower back, so you drop
forward that little bit more. Now unroll back up, beginning with the bottom of your back
and continuing up, so that your head is last and your arms float up to the ceiling. Feel the
release of tension in your legs and lower back.

1 Hips. Stand with hands on hips. Sway hips to the left and hold, and then to the right––
perhaps in time to some music. Then sway the hips forward as far as they will go and
then back. Establish the middle position for your hips and then move them about a third
of the way into the forward position, so the pelvis is pushed under very slightly. Take a
deep breath and feel the extra support and groundedness that this position gives you.

1 Silly wiggle to finish. Finish with humour and energy. In this silly question and
answer game, wiggle the relevant part of the body in turn as you chant. Begin by
chanting, ‘Oh, I never lock my knees’, in a silly voice (high or low, favourite accent), to
which the rest of the group must reply in an identical silly voice, ‘No, we never lock our
knees’. Now continue in an improvised way around the rest of the body, loosening the
ankles, elbows, shoulders, etc.

Breathing
1 Inhale/exhale. Breathe normally. Become aware of the muscles you use as you inhale

and exhale lightly. Then repeat breathing deeper, but use only the same muscles. Keep
shoulders relaxed, with the chest allowing space below. Your diaphragm (the dome-
shaped muscle that separates your lungs from your abdomen) and the muscles below it
are the basis of your air. Find your diaphragm by reaching up with both hands into a
stretch and then leaning gently back, while breathing in. Hold, then lean forward slightly
and breathe out. Feel the diaphragm move and identify the space where the air falls in.
This is what we call your ‘support’, and actually involves many muscles throughout the
body.

Breathe more deeply using your diaphragm, in and out through the mouth––some say,
as if breathing in and out through the belly button. Try breathing in with an open throat,
as if in a slight yawn, so that the air enters silently and makes no gasping sound. With
hands by your sides, feel you are expanding out at the sides and from the back as well as
the front. Breathe in for a count of 4, hold for 4, breathe out for 4, and relax for 4,
keeping the throat open throughout. Try to get really full of air and really empty. Repeat
for 6, 8, and, if ambitious, 12 counts. Now breathe out. Hold the air out for 5–10 seconds
and, on cue, feel the air fall in.

1 Support. One function of your support is to create a steady air pressure on which to base
a steady, consistent sound. Imagine a candle in front of your mouth and blow it out very
gently, using a steady flow of air. Blow it out more firmly, and feel the muscle action lower
down in your back, sides, front, and pelvic floor. Next, try saying ‘mmmm’, rising and
falling in pitch, as if smelling something wonderful. Repeat, but this time gain more
resonance and projection by adding pressure as if blowing the candle out. Now do the
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same with ‘ssssss’ or ‘vvvvvv’, emphasizing certain moments rhythmically on cue:
‘SSSsssSSSsssSSS’. Finally, try gently making a very short ‘ha’ on cue. Use no effort, as if a
drop of water is hitting your diaphragm and spreading out. Now try two gentle ones––
‘ha-ha’. Finally, laugh, and feel your diaphragm kicking in.

Sound
1 Loose lips, relaxed jaw. Make your lips very loose and floppy and do a lip-roll to a ‘p’

sound, like a horse. Repeat to a rolled ‘r’. Say ‘yayayayayayaya’ and ‘mamamamama’,
ensuring the jaw is loose. Now make a hummed ‘mm’, keeping lips relaxed so they buzz.
Stick out your tongue and lick all around your teeth, top and bottom.

1 ‘mm’, ‘ng’, ‘ah’. Begin by humming ‘mm’ on any pitch. As before, drop the jaw slightly
and ensure lips are relaxed and floppy, so the whole head ‘rings’. Allow time for each
person to experiment with the exact position of lips, jaw, and tongue so that the sound
becomes resonant and ‘forward’. Next say the word ‘sing’, and hold the ‘ng’ sound, with
the mouth slightly open. Some people describe the feeling a laser beam coming out of the
top of the head. Ensure that the breathing remains relaxed and the sound is full but never
forced. Finally, gradually turn the ‘ng’ into a big, open, steady ‘ah’. To add further
brightness, raise the top lips to expose the front teeth slightly––it looks daft but works
wonders. Now make an inner smile as you say ‘ah’, raising the cheekbones slightly. Sing
the word ‘miaow’ to keep this sense of a forward sound.

1 Space at the back. Make a big yawn, and feel the space created at the back of the
throat. Say ‘ah’ through a yawn, sliding from high to low and dropping the tongue
slightly at the back. Imagine the space as huge, like a cave or a resonant hall. Now sing
‘ah’ on any note. Add this space into the ‘mm, ng, ah’ exercise (when you switch to ‘ah’).
Aim for a sound that is bright but also rounded. We use the term ‘back space’ throughout
this introduction.

1 The puppy dog whines, the sea-gull caws. Make a speech-level sound, like a puppy
whining (or adult dog if that’s too high!), with mouth and eyes closed. Keeping that
sound, slide slowly but smoothly down to the lowest point of your range and hold. Slide
back up in the same fashion. Repeat to a short, repetitive ‘caw’, like a sea-gull,
maintaining the vocal quality and connection you felt before with the whine.

1 Breathy to focused. Whisper an ‘ah’ to start, with no sound, noticing how this dries
the vocal cords (avoid for long periods). Begin to ‘ah’ again, but this time add in a small
amount of sound, to create a very breathy tone. Note that you are using a lot of air. Now
gradually focus the tone until you find a highly efficient, slightly harsh but very focused
tone, which should use hardly any air at all. Ensure you don’t push with the air. Then
start focused and return to breathy in one long note. Sing a phrase of your choice using a
range of breathy and focused sounds. Breathy can sound personal and intimate,
particularly with a microphone, while focused is more public and declamatory.

Range
1 Lip-rolls and rolled ‘rr’s. Roll your lips (‘brrr’) and make a speech-level sound, sliding

the pitch up to the very top of your range (including falsetto), down to the very bottom,
and finally back to the middle. This is a good way to explore your range without
straining.

1 Up and down, narrow range. To explore the top of the range, begin lower down and
work up in easy stages. On ‘oh’ or ‘ee’, begin by singing one low- to mid-range note, then
three notes, e.g.:
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And then finally five notes. Repeat up a semitone, then up a semitone, and so on, as
follows:

Vary vowels as you go. To avoid tension, add a clap/‘whee’ after each scale (‘whee’ is the
falsetto sound you make when sliding down stairs). The ‘whee’ will relax the vocal chords
and prevent tension as you go up. The clap keeps the rhythm going and the body
moving. As you get higher, tell singers to take bigger breaths, but stop before they strain.
Also focus on the space at the back of the throat (yawn) to prevent a harsh, nasal sound,
and check chins do not stick out.

To explore the bottom of the range, simply go down from 5 to 1 of a major scale,
moving downwards in semitone/half-step increments (Bb–Ab–G–F–Eb, A–G–F#–E–D, etc.).
Aim to take the bright, clear sound you make higher in your register down into the lower
notes. Stay rhythmic throughout, and as you get towards the bottom check that the chin
stays in position and does not droop.

1 Leaping up smoothly. Begin by practising support. Then sing this phrase, starting low:

Aim for the octave leap to be like a fast glissando, to what is actually the syllable ‘ah’ with
a brief ‘ih’ at the end. Manage the support through the leap so that the whole phrase
remains balanced. Is the top note sticking out, forced, or harsh? Does the lower one lack
resonance and need more ‘inner smile’? If necessary, make a big movement opening up
the chest by circling the arms in an arc above the head as the voice leaps up.

1 Range extension. The following exercises, sung on a lip-roll or tongue trill (continuous
rolled ‘r’), are great for creating ease in singing throughout the highs and lows in your
voice.

1 Maintaining space. This exercise helps to keep the throat and back space open, and is
great for keeping singers connected to their support. Start with a back vowel (‘uh’) and
work forward, always maintaining an open throat and back space. If there is any tension
in the upper registers, try singing the notes on an ‘ng’, keeping the jaw relaxed, and then
switch back to the original vowel.
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Diction
1 Tongue-twisters and own-choice phrases to scales. The aim here is to explore the

sounds involved, and practise the different movements of the tongue, lips, and jaw, to get
clarity without disrupting the line. For example, sing the following up and down an
eight-note scale, then try it starting with ‘co-’, ‘to-’, ‘o-’, ‘e-’, and ‘a-’:

You can also ask group members to suggest words or phrases to sing your scales to––avoid
going too high on these exercises. Some examples: football teams, types of pasta, the
states of the USA, etc. Different styles of singing demand different kinds of consonants.
Sometimes strong, definite consonants can be dramatic and clear, while at other times
something smoother and more like normal speech can be less intrusive to the musical
effect. For reference, here are the most common single vowels, including some common
diphthongs: ‘a’ (at), ‘ah’ (father), ‘aw’ (awful), ‘ay’ (hate), ‘ee’ (easy), ‘eh’ (every), ‘eye’
(eye), ‘ih’ (it), ‘oh’ (know), ‘oo’ (moon), ‘uh’ (up). Likewise, consonants: long voiced: L, M,
N, NG, R, TH, V, W, Z; long unvoiced: F, H, S, TH; short voiced: B, D, G, J; short unvoiced:
K, CH, P, Q, T, X.

Pulse and rhythm
1 Placement. First, say ‘1, 2, 3, 4’ quietly, round and round, making a four-beat repeating

bar. Then clap only on the ‘1’ while whispering, and later omitting, the other beats. When
this is in place, repeat, clapping only the ‘2’, then only the ‘3’, and then only the ‘4’.
Repeat, saying the syllable ‘bop’ (or other single syllable word or sound), or singing it to
the groove below:

Once this is in place, another week, do the same with ‘1-an-2-an-3-an-4-an’, saying it first
round and round––you are adding the offbeats as ‘an’. Then try clapping each of the
offbeats (‘an’).

1 For more on rhythm, see the ‘Beatboxing and vocal percussion’ section on p. xviii.

Improvising
1 Choosing single long notes. Explain that improvising is about choosing and that the

simplest choice you can make is one single note. Get a flow going by asking each person
to sing a single note, all together, making a big random chord. Explain that whatever
comes out is fine––anything at all, no discussion––and go around several times. Then try
a longer improvisation, where each group member must breathe in well, sing one note at
a time, and then pause for a period. Any pitch may be chosen. Another time, allow them
to sing anything from one to four notes, creating the possibility of musical phrases. If
time, run a brief hands-up discussion. How did it feel to begin singing? Were you scared
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to start with, and if so, what were you scared of? If not, help others by explaining why
you felt confident. Was it easier second or third time around? Also, ask if they got a sense
of a natural place to stop. How long is long enough? Who stopped too soon? Who went
on too long? Why? Have another try, and become more aware of the group decision to
stop.

1 Riffing. Begin by teaching the following riff. If possible, play the piano part too:

Then divide into groups of three or four, and give one group that riff to sing. Ask each of
the other groups to make up their own riff to go along with the given one. Once one
person in the group has an idea, they should teach it to the others. Then begin the first
group singing the given riff. Once the initial riffs have been used up, ask each group to
make up their own from scratch, with no initial given part. If there’s time, harmonize
each riff within the group.

Focus
1 ‘My bonny lies over the ocean’. Briefly check you can all sing this song, verse and

chorus: Verse: My bonny lies over the ocean, My bonny lies over the sea; My bonny lies over the
ocean, Oh bring back my bonny to me. Chorus: Bring back, bring back, oh bring back my bonny
to me, to me. Bring back, bring back, oh bring back my bonny to me. Now sing it again, but
this time stand up on words starting with a ‘b’. Once standing up, sit down on the next
one.

1 ‘1 121’. Sing a scale to numbers 1–8. Then sing the numbers in unison to this pattern, up
to 8 then down again:

Then repeat starting at the top with 8:

Variations: split the group in two and repeat in canon, with the second group coming in
on beat 3 of bar 1; repeat in up to four parts in canon; sing ‘1 121’ and ‘8 878’
simultaneously; try with each member of the group individually, pointing to bring each
of them in.

Energy
1 Magic hammers. Each person should imagine they have two ‘magic hammers’, one in

each hand. Then they imagine four sets of nails in front of them: one at head height,
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one at chest height, one at hip height, and one at their feet. The aim is to bang in the
nails using the magic hammers as fast as possible. You or the group choose the number of
times it will take to hammer in the initial set of nails––e.g. five movements. To perform
the set, you have to hammer in the nails at said level as fast as possible, counting each
movement out loud as you do so. This will involve moving from standing to crouching
position in each round! Next, the whole group goes back to the top, but this time counts
and ‘hammers’ four nails: 1234 (head), 1234 (chest), 1234 (hip), 1234 (feet). Continue
with three nails, then two, then one. Finally, cue the whole activity. Perhaps follow it
with a good stretch or shake-out.

1 Big jump. Start by crouching right down in a circle, all facing the middle, and then
create a steady group sound to ‘oo’ or ‘oh’––very quiet but intense. Gradually begin to
grow the sound, getting louder and higher (breathe where you want). As you do so, each
group member should gradually stand up in their own time, feeling a build-up of energy.
Resist this initially and continue a very slow, gradual crescendo. At the climax, after
anything up to a couple of minutes, the whole group should release the energy by voicing
‘OH!’ as loud as possible and jumping high into the air, as if on springs. Remind the group
to maintain the connection between their voice and their support and never shout. This
will only work once but is ideal for just before a big performance!

Singing Stylishly
An important goal of this book is to enable singers of all ages and abilities to sing stylishly
and safely in popular styles. This section explores the most common and accessible
approaches to the voice found specifically in pop, soul, gospel, jazz, and show songs. The
aim is to give your singers new tools and ways of using their voices expressively, to increase
their flexibility, and to enable them to sing with authenticity and commitment.

Setting the tone
We begin with some key vocal concepts, introduced through practical exercises.
Throughout, make sure that your back space and throat are open (except in ‘Twang’) and
your tone production is connected to your breath.

Cry
‘Cry’ is a sound used by singers through the generations, from 50s doo-wop and cabaret
crooners to the Bee Gees, Christina Aguilera, Freddie Mercury, Elton John, and Mika.
‘Crying’ can also help you develop resonance in the higher registers.

1 Starting in a high register, on the sound ‘waah’ (as in ‘bat’), imitate a baby’s cry. Then sigh
on this vowel, maintaining the same tone colour.

1 Now, while ‘crying’ on ‘waah’, sing the pitches 54321 (CD2 track 26):

Stay relaxed and open as you go higher by semitone/half-step increments, focusing on
creating the ‘cry’ sound in different parts of the voice. You’ll be surprised at how high you
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can go and how easy it is to sing through the vocal registers.
1 Using the same pitches and tone colour, make a short ‘haah’ sound, descending in

semitone/half-step increments (CD2 track 27).
1 Try singing a song with various degrees of ‘cry’. Sections of No. 13 ‘Contagious’, No. 16

‘Fight the Power’, and No. 28 ‘Here’s Where I Stand’ (CD2 track 28) would work well here.

Twang
A variation of ‘crying’, twang can be heard in the funk and rock styles of Pink and Chaka
Khan, and the country singing of Faith Hill and Tim McGraw. It uses the nasal cavities to
produce a buzzy, vibrant tone from a small back space.

1 Sing the five-note scale from the ‘cry’ exercise on a buzzy ‘ng’, as in ‘king’, keeping the
back space small and relaxed (CD2 track 29). Once this is achieved, try singing it on ‘eh’
(as in ‘bed’), maintaining the same placement and space as for ‘ng’ (CD2 track 30).

1 In addition to the songs listed under ‘cry’, the following would work well with ‘twang’:
No. 10 ‘Harvest Rain’, No. 15 ‘Hard Times Come Again No More’, and No. 29 ‘Amazing
Grace’ (an additional arrangement found on the OUP website). Listen to CD2 track 31 for
an example of ‘Harvest Rain’.

Fry
The vocal ‘fry’ is used to engage sound, and involves producing the lowest sound you can.
Used sparingly, it can add intimacy to the beginning of a phrase. Listen to CD2 track 32 for
an example.

1 Form your lips into an ‘oh’ and take a breath. Take note of the space it creates as it travels
down into your chest cavity––remember this feeling. Release.

1 Repeat, then exhale on a low, relaxed, gravelly ‘uh’, maintaining the chest cavity feeling
(CD2 track 33). This may remind you of the sound your make when you’re ill or first wake
up. It is actually the sound of your vocal folds rattling against each other very slowly.

Belt
The ‘belt’ is essentially a well-produced, well-supported bright yell, with ideally no tension
in the voice. From Broadway and West End to pop , rock ‘n’ roll to gospel and R&B, singers
use ‘belt’ to produce raw emotion in a healthy way. There are whole books written on ‘the
belt pop sound’, and ‘belt’ is seen as controversial in some voice circles. It certainly needs to
be handled with care, to avoid strain. Nevertheless, the ‘belt’ sound is everywhere in the pop
world, and many younger singers use it, so we feel it is important to include a starting-point
for doing a ‘belt’ safely.

1 Begin with a ‘cry’ as before, to ‘waah’, sliding downward for at least an octave. This time,
open the back of the mouth and take a deep breath, feeling the connection to the body.
Keep the lips relaxed. The sound is fuller and brighter and can carry a long distance.

1 Repeat using ‘hey’ on a mid-range pitch, ascending in semitone/half-step increments
(CD2 track 34). Keep it open and relaxed at all times.

You may find this sound becomes harder to produce as you ascend. To avoid strain, go back
to a pure ‘cry’ and then open the back of the mouth gradually. Always stop if you feel any
strain or discomfort.

Mix
‘Mix’ aims to create an even sound through the high and low registers, giving a bigger palate
of colours, by mixing the resonances of the head and chest voice. It can also add an edgier
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or more brass-like sound in your higher range. Starting a vowel with ‘m’ leads to a more
balanced mix, while starting with a hard ‘g’ leads to a chestier mix.

1 Try the exercise in ‘Maintaining space’ above (p. xii), substituting ‘muh’, ‘moh’, ‘guh’ and
‘go’ for ‘buh’, ‘bih’, and ‘bee’. Listen to CD2 track 35 for an example.

Vowel modification
Some vowels are not suitable for ‘belting’ or ‘mixing’ because they rest too far back in the
mouth or throat. The solution is to modify the vowel––e.g. an ‘oo’ vowel as in ‘moon’ could
be mixed with the vowel sound in the word ‘took’ to get a brighter sound. Try this:

1 Sing the first two phrases of No. 3 ‘We shall not be moved’ over and over, ascending in
semitone/half-step increments. The ‘oo’ of ‘moved’ will become harder to sing as you go
higher. Try modifying it by mixing in some ‘oo’ as in ‘took’––the space is narrower at the
front and the tongue comes further forward. Go higher still and you’ll find that this
becomes hard too. Now try modifying the vowel to ‘ah’, effectively creating ‘mahved’
(CD2 track 36). You should find this easier.

There are two considerations when modifying vowels. First, is production of tone easy and
comfortable in the brighter resonance you need? And second, can the words still be
understood by your listeners? The workshops that follow suggest specific places where you
can apply this technique of modifying vowels to make the sound richer and more engaged,
particularly on higher notes. Here are some guidelines:

1 ‘Ah’ (father) and the vowel sound in ‘paid’ never modify.
1 The vowel sound in ‘took’ stays the same in the low– to mid-range then mixes with ‘ah’

in the higher range.
1 Any ‘aw’ (paw), ‘ah’ (Charles), or ‘uh’ (but) sounds tend to become ‘ah’.
1 Any ‘ee’ (need), ‘ih’ (sit), ‘eh’ (pet) sounds, or the vowel sound in ‘pant’, would be mixed

with the vowel sound in ‘paid’, adding in more modifier as it goes higher in the range.
1 Any ‘oo’ as in ‘moon’ sounds would be mixed with the vowel sound in ‘took’ in the mid-

to beginning-high range, mixing with ‘ah’ in the higher range.
1 ‘Oh’ (so) stays the same in the lower range, mixes with ‘ah’ in the mid-range, and then

changes to ‘ah’ in the higher range.

Of course, singers should make their own judgments as to whether these modifications work
in the musical context concerned. It is also important that a group’s vowels blend well, so
discuss and come to a common view with your choir.

Vibrato
Vibrato is a very personal issue. Many people say it is natural to all singing, but this is not
universally accepted. What we can say is that it varies from style to style as to how much
vibrato to use and when to use it. In some jazz and pop styles, as in much Renaissance
music, a centralized, minimal (some would say non-existent) vibrato is conventional. An
MGM movie or Broadway chorus, however, will tend to have a wider, faster, and more
prominent vibrato. Many pop and some stage singers will delay or use less vibrato until the
ends of phrases or on long notes within a phrase. In pop or jazz arrangements using chords
with extended harmony, minimized vibrato is essential for tuning purposes and helps make
the chord resonate. By contrast, in spirituals/gospel, some standards, and pop, rock ‘n’ roll,
R&B, etc. more vibrato can be used throughout the phrase. In the following workshops we
indicate ways of using vibrato that are central to interpreting the style with authenticity. You
will need to adapt them to the needs and experience of your group and ensure they feel
comfortable.
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Smears, slides, and doits: a basic guide to jazz and pop inflections
As with the appoggiatura and other ornaments in classical music, contemporary popular
music is frequently embellished, and these embellishments or ‘inflections’ are often not
written down. To help, various other signs have become conventional to indicate how a
note can be inflected to make it sound stylish. The most common inflections found in
popular styles are introduced and explained here.

Ascending smear (or slide)
The smear is found in most styles of popular music, from jazz to country and everything in
between. Start a tone to semitone (whole- to half-step) below the note and slide to the
written pitch. The duration of the smear depends on the length of the note, the tempo of
the song, and the style itself. A good rule to follow: the slower the song, the longer the
smear.

Fall-off
This is a descending sigh, usually followed by a rest. It should have a relaxed quality and
end softer than it began. Try to slide down quite a long way––up to an octave––and consider
the extent to which the sound should be supported throughout. As with the smear, the
duration and speed of the fall-off usually depends on the length of the note and the tempo
of the song.

Fall-off/ascending smear
Combining these two articulations should create a wave-like quality (CD2 track 37). The
guidelines for the individual inflections still apply.

Ascending/descending slide/glissando
This is a vocal slide between two fixed pitches. Delay the entrance of the glissando, adding a
slight crescendo into the next note.

Doit
Although not commonly used, the ‘doit’ is a wonderful effect. It consists of an ascending
slide after a note, followed by a rest (CD2 track 38). The duration may be longer than the
written length of the note, and the span of the interval can be as high as you can make it.
The ‘doit’ should be well-defined, with only a slight decrescendo.

See the Glossary (p. 219) for some common articulations also found in classical music, e.g.
staccato and accent. You may also see these articulations used in combination. If no
articulations are given, generally sing legato but with natural emphasis on the important
words and syllables. Short notes of various kinds are an exception to the general rule in
popular music.

Beatboxing and vocal percussion
Beatboxers use their lips, tongue, throat, and entire vocal apparatus to make vocal
performances with a rhythmic focus, but this often includes bass-lines, melody lines, and
other elements too. For beginners of all ages, beatboxing is an accessible, fun, and
instructive way to explore the voice as a way of making music, and can be attractive to those
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who are bored or afraid of ‘singing’. Even if you manage to do only 5–10 minutes of
beatboxing with your students, you will find a number that really take to it or already have
skills in this area.

Beatboxing is nearly thirty years old, with its own international festivals, competitions, and
workshops. You can beatbox alone, as part of a band, or in a group. The odd eight bars of
beatboxing on pop tracks is now commonplace, and at its finest, in the hands of artists like
Kenny Muhammad, Shlomo, and Biz Markie, beatboxing can be startlingly inventive,
texturally complex, rhythmically subtle, and virtuosic. For more background, the web is the
easiest way to get started. Look out for the ‘Beatbox Battle World Championships’, and
choral groups including Perpetuum Jazzile, Naturally 7, and even the Swingle Singers.
Non-Western cultures have also always taught rhythm, musicianship, and groove skills
using the voice.

A central idea in beatboxing is to imitate the sound of a drum kit or digitally produced drum
machine. Here are three basic drum kit sounds, which combine to form a simple groove:

1 Kick (bass) drum: a short sound, somewhere between a ‘p’ and ‘b’, with some white
noise added. Purse the lips, build up air pressure behind them, and then let the air
explode out, keeping the lips loose to create a low-pitched sound. This requires no air
from the lungs, as the air is forced out by the mouth and cheeks. Listen to CD2 tracks 39
and 40 for example kick drum sounds.

1 Hi-hat: a short, bright sound, similar to ‘ts’, made with the tongue initially touching the
teeth. First try on the exhale, and then on the inhale. There are three examples on CD2
track 41, which go from short to long.

1 Snare: a bright ‘k’ sound, made with the back of the tongue on the exhale. It can also be
made on the inhale, with the tongue a little further back in the mouth. Listen to CD2
track 42 for an example. Also try ‘pf’ for a different quality of sound.

Now try the simple pattern below using the three sounds (CD2 track 43). You can either
assign each sound to a separate person/group or get everyone beatboxing all three. Start at
a = 60 and build up to a = 240.

Then try this slightly harder one (CD2 track 44):

Key techniques
1 Inhale and exhale: Unlike Western singing, beatboxing sounds are made on the inhale

as well as the exhale. This allows a wider range of sound, and enables the beatboxer to
continue to breathe while performing.

1 Pitch and dynamic range: Beatboxers tend to use a very wide pitch range, including
falsetto or head voice; these sounds take less air to produce, making them particularly
efficient. This is facilitated by the use of a microphone, as the sounds do not need to be
too loud.

1 Tuned and untuned simultaneously: Beatboxers have developed effective ways of
making tuned and untuned sounds at the same time. Begin by singing an ‘ng’ sound in
your throat on a comfortable but high pitch. Continue, and at the same time make
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clicking sounds using the front of your mouth. Then experiment with humming on ‘ng’
while making shapes with the front of your mouth––this creates different colours for the
vocal sound. You could also try (carefully!) taking a mouthful of water into your mouth
and then humming a tune.

Tips
1 Use a microphone: Try to find a sturdy but sensitive mike that picks up all frequencies,

targets the main sound source, and reduces background noise. Explore timbre by using
the microphone at different distances from the mouth, or apply to the throat or the top of
the head.

1 Start slowly and practise: Work on the quality of the sounds before building up speed.
1 Be creative: From the very start, vary the given patterns and sounds so as to increase

flexibility, feel in control of the pattern, and be confident at adding your own creative
elements.

1 Beatbox along to favourite songs: This will develop careful listening to the exact
textures and colours used.

1 Lick your lips: As with some singing, it can help resonance and incisiveness to lick your
lips first.

Several of the workshops that follow in this book include ideas for beatboxing, and show
something of how you can use vocal percussion and extended techniques in popular styles.
You’ll find written-out ideas for group beatboxing, examples of solo beatbox grooves on the
CD, and full demo performances including beatbox backings and solo sections. See No. 6
‘City Lights’, No. 11 ‘Bang the Drum All Day’, No. 13 ‘Contagious’, No. 16 ‘Fight the Power’,
No. 22 ‘Joyful, joyful’, and No. 24 ‘Ain’t No Stoppin’ Us Now’.

Miking it up
In many popular styles, miking up singers enables them to balance their vocal sound with
band instruments common in club and stage venues. While not essential in quieter
contexts, a microphone can help singers achieve the authentic timbres and dynamic range
of the style. Many schools and colleges have portable or built-in PA (public address) systems.
They are essentially very simple and nothing to be afraid of. A PA usually consists of three
basic items:

1 Microphones: either with a cable for each or wireless (which means they communicate
by radio waves with their own base station).

1 Speakers: usually two, sometimes on stands, to project and place the sound.
1 Ampflier: this takes the signal from the microphones, amplifies it, and sends it to the

speakers.

Left speaker

Microphones

Amplifier

Right speaker
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Close-miking
You can choose either to close-mike your individual performers or to have a microphone
further away, picking up a group. Close-miking is common for soloists and backing singers
in popular styles, but try both techniques to see which is most suitable. The general rule is to
have the mike 2–3 inches from the singer’s mouth, but try varying the distance according to
the sound you are creating. Pull the microphone away when singing higher or louder, and
closer when singing quietly and intimately. Watch out for ‘popping’, where explosive
consonants like ‘p’ and ‘b’ make the microphone ‘pop’. Practise saying these sounds so that
less breath reaches the microphone.

Feedback
Feedback is created when the sound from the microphones is amplified by the speakers and
then picked up again by the microphones, creating a loop. You’ll hear a loud hooting noise,
which can get louder and louder as the loop builds up. To prevent this:

1 Position the speakers at the very front of the performing area, with performers in between
and behind them. Tell your performers and announcers not to walk in front of the
speakers with a microphone.

1 Point the speakers away from the microphones.
1 Turn the speaker volume down.

Sound check
Make sure you have a sound check so that all singers and musicians try out their
performances through the PA system in the performing space. This allows you (or ideally a
separate sound person or responsible student) to get good balance and check for feedback. A
room full of people will absorb the sound, so you may want to turn the PA up slightly and
add reverb (if available) in the performance.

Tips and common pitfalls to avoid:
1 If microphones have on/off switches, ensure they are all turned on during the

performance; if they are wireless, put in new batteries at the start of every performance.
1 Remember that you can still use a full dynamic range with a microphone––in fact using

one increases the possibilities. Being amplified is not the same as singing with no
dynamic range or being loud all the time.

1 Never operate a PA at more than 75–80% capacity or you may blow the speakers or a fuse.
1 When initially plugging in, ensure all levels are low to avoid accidents and damage to

hearing.
1 Teach less-experienced (and possibly over-enthusiastic!) singers to have respect for the

equipment before leaving them with it unattended.
1 Ensure all electrical equipment is earthed and has been appropriately safety-checked

before use in schools and colleges.

Additional resources
Visit the Popular Voiceworks 2 webpage at www.oup.com for extra resources, including an
additional piece (‘Amazing Grace’) and workshop covering melodic embellishment, and bass
parts for all the pieces.


